
Big Assignment 6  

Final Assignment: Drawing on Objects 

THIS SHOULD BE THE BEST WORK YOU HAVE MADE ALL SEMESTER AND SHOULD REFLECT THREE 

WEEKS OF YOUR TIME.   

For this assignment you will make a drawing or series of drawings where the tools and/or medium you 

use conceptually and visually enhance the intent of your drawing.  The materials are your choice. 

 

You must state the reason for choosing a particular object and the method of mark making on your 

objects.  These need to have conceptual and aesthetic significance.  In other words how it looks is as 

important as why it looks.   

In order to help you articulate your choices, your final project must be accompanied by an artist 

statement that describes what you did, why you did it, what it means and what influenced you.  In other 

words, do some visual research!  There are plenty of examples to look through in our course pinterest 

tab as well as thousands you can find on your own with a simple google search.   

A few rules: 

You may use objects you have found (pins, thread, wood, shirts, chairs, wall, rocks, floor, etc.) or an 

object you have manufactured (a cup, sculpture, quilt).  It cannot be simply on raw material (like a piece 

of paper or a swatch of fabric leftover from our sewing projects).  However, you can think of ways to use 

this raw material as your surface if you have thought of meaningful ways to contextualize it.  Is the 

swatch of fabric the size of a bed sheet with finished edges?  Is it a series of drawings on paper that are 

weaved together?  A dress made of drawings or a patterned quilt made of plastic bags?   

 

Your drawing maybe technically complex (such as a quilt) or conceptually complex (such as taking 

something out of its original context – painting and object recognized by its color like an apple that is 

black or a banana that is blue).    

Your final object should have height, width and depth. Again, not just a drawing pinned to the wall.   

 

This is your final project for this class and your grade will be heavily weighted on the following: 

Craftsmanship (NO unfinished projects or sloppy handling of materials) 

Concept (your reasoning for what you chose to do MUST be well thought out and explained in the 

final critique and in your written statement) 

Written Statement (you MUST identify in writing the connections between your materials and what 

you want the viewer to understand by looking at this piece)   

 


